hosts tremble with fear. Approaching the scene of the battle, both Mantrini and
Dhandini released showers of arrows on the enemy lines injuring and slaying millions
of them. Dhandini Devi charged at Vishanga and hit him with her Club; while Mantrini
rushed atVishukra and hit him likewise. This was a challenge. Soon there followed
an exchange of blows and weapons of war between the main leaders on either side,
most fearful to behold. Horsemen met horsemen, elephant-riders fell on elephant-
riders on the opposite side and chariots charged on to chariots» Thus each side
met its equal on the other. As for the great warrior-nephews of Bhandasura,
Aswaruda Devi engaged Ulukajit; Sampadesi attacked Purushan; Mahamaya met
Kuntisesha; while Unmatha Bhairvari fell on Malatha;Kusurena was attacked by
Laghusyama, while Swapnesi charged at Mangalaksha; Vagwadhini fell upon
Drughana; Chandakali attacked Kollata. Also the Shakti akshouhinis fell upon the
Danava akshouhinis; and the battle on this third day of war grew to be greater and
more fierce than that of the previous two days. The Shakti damsels, full of energy,
excelled the danavas and slew them right and left; while the danavas; grew weaker
in strength and numbers. Watching this state of affairs, Vishukra became wrathful
and desperate and, to save the situation, he released the Trushastra on to the Shakti"
hosts causing thirst. Instantly there were mysterious fires all over the Shakti ranks,
and they began to be scorched inwardly. Their senses began to smart, their limbs
became weak; their throats dried up, their cheeks shrivelled; their jaws sagged and
their bodies burned with fever. Many fell to the ground unable to bear the thirst, and
their glazed eyes protruded. In short, the Shakti damsels lost their beauty and
became ghastly and pitiful to look at. Mantrini and Dhandini Devis conferred together
with a view to end this sudden disaster. After a prolonged deliberation Mantrini
advised Dhandini to send for Madira Sindhu who resides on one of the seven tiers
of Kiri-chakra itself. Obeying MantrinFs advice with alacrity, Dhandini Devi
immediately sent for Madira Sindhu.
MADIRA SINDHU CAUSES SURAVRISHTI
With blood-red-eyes, ornamented with garlands of golden lotuses, Madira Sindhu
prostrated before Dhandini and enquired of her what sh6 wanted him to accomplish.
She bade him look upon the suffering armies of Shaktis and ordered him to save
them by sending them different varieties of drinks so that they may soon revive and
be once more full of strength and energy so as to fight the danavas. Madira Sindhu
beheld the pitiable state of the Shakti damsels and also how the danavas, taking
advantage of their weakness, were slaying them on all sides. He immediately
expanded his body and, in a moment, caused showers of tasty and fermented drinks.
There were crores and crores of streams pouring into the midst of the Shakti armies
in a myriad streams. The Shakti damsels avidly drank up the wine and were soon
seen dancing and jumping with glee. Their jaws sagged no more, and their limbs
and senses returned to normal. Even the fallen damsels recovered and rose to do
battle again. Some who drank in excess, embraced other dancers as lovers would,
and danced with ecstasy. Having thus accomplished his task successfully,
Madirasindhu returned to Dhandini Devi and wished her to behold the damsels now.
Dhandini was most pleased at him for saving the situation so smartly. She gave him
many a boon. She ordained that he would be present at every Vajapaya Yajna where
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